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Business Value 





we have launched Microsoft Dynamics NAV for modern Windows, Microsoft Dynamics NAV for iPad 
and Microsoft Dynamics NAV for Android, which allow users in small and midsized businesses to get 
access to the data they need from the device they prefer.

While the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Windows Client and Dynamics NAV Web Client are designed for 
mouse and keyboard interaction, Dynamics NAV for tablets has a modern, fast and fluid interface built 
exclusively for touch.

Customers run dynamic businesses. Our strategy is founded on the premise that a single app cannot 
possibly satisfy every customer’s unique and changing needs. We therefore provide the building blocks 
so that partners can easily craft beautiful, role-tailored experiences for tablets. Developing new content 
for tablets becomes a simple task, without the maintenance headache of different devices or platforms. 
In fact, Microsoft Dynamics NAV for tablets is entirely powered by your Dynamics NAV server, including 
the tables, pages and business logic you already use today. Because this is all built upon the same 
technology as the Dynamics NAV Web Client, you will install, configure, secure, license, and extend in 
the same manner.





















We support tablets running Apple iOS, Microsoft Windows, or Android.

We support devices with screen size 7” and upwards, and have optimized for 10” tablets.

We support Internet Explorer and Chrome for Windows.

Detailed Information
Microsoft Dynamics NAV for Tablets App Requirements

Microsoft Dynamics NAV Tablet Client (in a Browser) Requirements

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd301054(v=nav.80).aspx#DynNAVApp
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd301054(v=nav.80).aspx#NavApps


Microsoft Dynamics NAV for tablets does not provide the following capabilities:

• Support for Smartphones, Phablets, or screen sizes below 7”

• Offline reading and writing of data

• The ability to directly control device hardware such as GPS

Differences and Limitations When Developing Pages for the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Tablet Client

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn757104(v=nav.80).aspx




Partners will engage with customers to determine which tasks or workflows should be made available 
on tablets. Developers then create new pages in C/SIDE, or configure existing pages with help from 
documented guidance and example objects. Microsoft Dynamics NAV for tablets will simply render 
these application pages using the new Tablet client interface.

If a customer or partner requires highly-specialized functionality which goes beyond what Microsoft 
Dynamics NAV for tablets can support, partners can continue to build their own custom apps using 
SOAP\ODATA services. See MSDN for guidance for information on how to build, test and deploy 
custom apps for Microsoft Dynamics NAV.



No. Whilst we understand both tablets and smartphones are a necessity in a modern, dynamic 
business, only tablets are supported for now, and we aspire to do Smartphones in a future release.

No. We have designed and crafted Microsoft Dynamics NAV for tablets specifically for how users 
interact with such devices and their screen sizes.

What you as an end user have access to is governed by your assigned Profile, License, and Permission 
Set. Microsoft Dynamics NAV for tablets is designed for accomplishing basic tasks, for lightweight data 
entry, and to get an overview of your business. For high-productivity and efficient data entry, the 
Microsoft Dynamics NAV Windows Client or Microsoft Dynamics NAV Web Client are recommended.



Developers will build for small screen sizes which may require simplification of existing pages via 
customization or configuration. Navigation is also different, in that you drill-down and back-track 
rather than have the ability to navigate to anywhere in Microsoft Dynamics NAV.

Microsoft Dynamics NAV does not provide an API for directly accessing and controlling device 
capabilities such as GPS or camera. Developers wishing to take control of device hardware will need to 
seek other means outside of the Microsoft Dynamics NAV Development Environment to do so.



On this page you will have access to resources for developers, consultants, sales, and business decision 
makers. For more detailed information please visit our readiness library, which includes a variety of 
materials such as how-to videos, demo scripts, white papers and slide decks. 

https://mbs.microsoft.com/partnersource/global/readiness-training/NAVGetReady

https://mbs.microsoft.com/partnersource/global/readiness-training/NAVGetReady



